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This document is a brief guide to using the EBIZ CJ20 Contest Entry features for entering a convention contest on 
the BHS EBIZ web site.  This process is for contest entry only and does not make you registered for the 
convention itself which you must do in accordance with your district or INTL procedures.   
The CJ20 entry process is divided into these basic steps: 
 

 Signing In 

 Selecting and opening the CJ20 Contest Entry process 

 Selecting the contest sessions and contest sub-sessions that you are entering 

 Entering the song information needed for certification and copyright clearance 

 Reviewing the CJ20 information prior to submitting the entry 

 Certification of compliance with copyright and contestant requirements  

 Submitting the CJ20 Entry and entry confirmation 
 
 
Common Screen Functions  
 
The following are typical action buttons that appear as needed during the entry process.  Make sure that you 
understand what each button means. 
 

 Home – Takes you back to the contest Entry home screen page without saving 

 Save – Saves your information and remains on the current screen 

 Save and Continue – Saves your information on this screen and moves to the next screen 

 Save and Finish Later – Saves your information and returns to the Contest Manager home screen page 

 Continue – Takes you to the next screen in the process without saving 

 Back – Takes you back to the previous screen in the process 

 Exit – Closes and exits you from the contest manager program 
 
NOTE 1:  DO NOT USE THE ← IN THE UPPER LEFT HAND CORNER OR THE X IN THE UPPER RIGHT HAND 
CORNER OF YOUR INTERNET PROGRAM WHILE IN THIS EBIZ APPLCIATION.   
 
NOTE 2:  SOME OF THE DATA FIELDS CAN ACCEPT EITHER THE TAB OR ENTER KEYS; FOR THOSE FIELDS THAT 
HAVE MULTIPLE ENTRIES, YOU MUST USE THE TAB OR THE MOUSE TO GET TO THE NEXT FIELD. 
 
Signing in 
 
After you sign into EBIZ, you will receive the below EBIZ home screen.  To sign in to the EBIZ CJ20 Contest Entry 
process, look at the gray horizontal bar in the EBIZ logo area and you will see CJ20 near the end if you are 
authorized to enter a contest as a quartet member or have an EBIZ role of chorus manager, contact, director, or 
secretary. 
 
Click on CJ20 and then select Contest Entry and you should then see the CJ20 Contest Entry Home Screen. 
 
Many of the screens have instructions and it is important that you read and follow those instructions before 
proceeding with that specific process. 
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Selecting and opening the CJ20 Contest Entry process 
 
If you are a new user of the process, you will not see the quartet or chorus information on the above entry 
screen until you create and save a new CJ20 Entry.   After you have used this process to enter one or more 
contests, the convention will appear on the screen under either the quartet or chorus column and you may 
return directly to them by clicking on either of the blue entries.  
 
Click on Create a New CJ20 Entry and you should see the below screen.  Select quartet or chorus and one entry 
from either the International or District/Division box.  After that it should default to your district if you did not 
select International.   

 If you are competing out of district, click on the black triangle and scroll to the district that you want 
to compete.   

 Click on the black triangle on the convention line and select the convention you want to compete in. 

 
If you get the following screen, it means that the convention you selected is not open for contest entry yet. 
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You should see a screen that looks something like this.  If you are entering for a chorus, skip down to the Select 

Contest Sub-sessions section on page 6. 

 

 
 
 If this is correct, scroll to the bottom of the screen and click Save and Continue; if not click Home to select 
another convention.   
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The next screen is the contestant screen and it will show you the current status of any quartet you are or were 
registered as a member.  The process automatically checks the renewal date for the contestant and determines 
if the quartet will still be eligible to compete as a paid up contestant on the Convention Start Date.  If not, it will 
show in red.   You may continue but you will certify later that the quartet will be active and current on the date 
of the contest. 
 
If the contestant is a quartet, the next screen will display the registered members and if there are more than 4, 
you must check the ones that are going to compete.  Any members who are not current members of the Society 
will be shown in red.  You may continue but you will certify later that all members of the quartet will be active 
and current on the date of the contest. 
 

 
 

Selecting the contest sessions and contest sub-sessions that you are entering 
 
You are probably wondering what is a contest sub-session?  At most conventions, there are typically several 
contests going on within a contest session and each of them produces a separate result or award.  A sub-session 
is simply a definition of one of those results award.  It can be a championship award, a qualifier for the next 
round award, or the district awards such as division qualification scores, plateaus, most improved, seniors, 
novice, or any number of different types of contests being held within the session.   Most of these you have seen 
in the legend area of the Official Scoring Summary at conventions you have attended.  
 
Depending on the type of contests being offered, there may be only one or two sub-sessions or perhaps 10 or 12 
or more for a quartet prelims combined with a single or double division contest. 
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When this screen comes up, make sure that you select all applicable session buttons displayed one at a time and 
then check all sub-sessions contests that you want to enter for that session. 
 
If you click a box and it does not result in a checked box, that is because the District Representative for Contest 

& Judging (DRCJ) will make that decision for you if you are eligible.  Examples are Most Improved, Plateaus, etc. 

 

 
If you are ready to move to the next step, click Save and Continue. 

 
 
The next screen permits you to select an evaluation type and enter any comments that you need to pass on to 
the DRCJ.   
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If you are entering a chorus contest, you will also select a riser size option and enter the estimated number of 
contestants you will have on stage. 
 
Once you have completed all of this information, you are ready to continue to the Enter Song Process so click 
Continue Song Entry. 
 
Entering the song information needed for certification and copyright clearance 

The Song Entry Process screen has special instructions for entering and submitting song titles.  Please read and 

make sure that you have all of the information required to complete the entry. 

If you choose to Save and Finish later, you can come directly back to this screen by clicking the blue edit songs 
entry for this convention. 
 

 
 
The next screen you see after the general instructional screen is the main processing screen for the song entry 
process.  You will see two radio selection buttons to use depending on whether the song you are entering is 
from the BHS marketplace or from Other Sources. 
 
The Marketplace entries are fairly easy – just enter the ID number for that song or medley from the marketplace 
and verify that it is the one you acquired.  If you don’t have the ID number, enter all or a portion of the title and 
the system will find if it can locate those words.  Then scroll down the list and save the one you acquired. 
 
The Other Source songs require much more information that should be provided by the arranger when you 
purchase the arrangement. 
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Let’s focus on the more difficult song title entry process – the Other Source process. 
 
Since you are just now entering a contest using the EBIZ version of the process and you don’t have any saved 
songs, click the Other Sources button and you will see the screen below.  As you enter songs, the system 
automatically displays them above the song entry area and the example shown already has 3 songs entered.  If 
the song you want to enter is just a single song arranged for you by an arranger, Click NO.  That sets the screen 
up for your entry of a single song. 
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Start by entering the data for fields identified in the left margin and provided to you by the arranger.  All of that 
information is required including the date fields in the format specified.  When you save, it will take you back to 
the above song entry screen either to add another song, continue, or exit to finish later. 
 
Let’s assume that your next song is a medley that you purchased from one of our well known arrangers.  Click 
Other Source again and then click the YES button for a medley. 
 
Look at the Enter Songs to Medley screen below and note that the title is changed to Enter Songs to Medley and 
the format is changed slightly with the medley definition process above the song information to be entered and 
there are specific instructions provided.    Please read and follow those instructions as the process may not work 
correctly unless you do.  After you enter the medley information followed by the first song in the medley and 
Save, you will stay in this process until you have entered the other songs in the medley and the medley 
information will be displayed on every screen. 
 
Once you are in the medley process, you can switch from Other Source to Marketplace and vice versa depending 
on how the arranger put the songs to together.   
 
At any time you need to view the songs you have saved in this medley, just click the Show Medley Songs while 
on the Enter Songs to Medley screen and the program will display those songs. 
 
When you have added the last song to the medley and saved it, you can add another song to your entry process, 
continue to confirmation, or exit to finish later. 
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If you are not sure how many you have saved, click Show Saved Songs and it will display the following screen. 
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At this point, let’s assume that you have entered all of the songs for the contest.  If you don’t enter the number 
of songs required for the contests that you entered, it will give you a warning on the confirmation screen and 
report.  Example:  Entering a 2 round district quartet contest requires that you submit 4 cleared songs.  You may 
enter more songs than required but if don’t submit enough now, you must eventually submit 4 cleared songs to 
satisfy the clearance requirement.  Non-compliance could result in disqualification. 
 
Exit to Finish Later will take you back to the CJ20 ENTRY PROCESS screen and you can return later to update the 
information but the entry will be shown as Incomplete. 
 
Click  Continue and the program will take you to the review and certification process. 
 
Review and Certification 
The review and certification process provides an opportunity for you to review all of the information to make 
sure that you can certify your information and the below screen let’s you view what you have done.  It also 
provides caution flags in red for any items that must be corrected before the contest date.  It is displayed in the 
following 3 screen shots even though it is one long screen on the web site. 
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When you have confirmed that all of the information is correct, read and check the three “I Agree” boxes at the 
bottom of the display and then click Enter Contest. If it is not acceptable, it will give you error messages that you 
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must correct.  Example:  You did not check one of the “I Agree” boxes.  Correct the errors and click Enter 
Contest.  You also can return back to the Enter songs process or back to edit the sub-session information. 
 
Once you have entered the contest, you and other designated recipients will receive this screen and you will 
receive a copy of the entry confirmation by email. 
 

 
 
 
Hints and Do’s and Don’ts during the CJ20 Entry process 
 

1. Any song in the entry process can be a song, a medley of songs, or a parody.  Any reference in this 
document to a song can be any one of these. 
 

2. All individual songs or songs in BHS medleys with a stock number are completely cleared and do not 
need a detailed breakdown of individuals songs. 
 

3. A medley that you acquired from an arranger or did yourself requires that you provide all of the 
clearance information for each song in the medley unless the songs used in the medley are already 
cleared with a BHS stock number.  When you enter the song information, you should enter each song in 
the order that they are sung in the medley. 
 

4. You will not be able to start a new CJ20 entry if you are doing it after the closing date of the CJ20 entry 
process.  Contact your DRCJ if you need to do this. 
 

5. You can update and edit information up to the date of the contest.  However, the DRCJ and the CA’s for 
the contest who use this information may not receive it if you wait until then so you should be prepared 
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with paper copies at the contest site of any songs added late. 
 

6. If you have requested a new arrangement from an arranger but have not yet received clearance, you 
will not be permitted to perform it until you get the clearance.  Use the comments field in the record to 
notify the DRCJ and/or HQ that you are awaiting clearance for a song.  When you get the clearance, you 
can enter the information by selecting the song edit process from the CJ20 Contest Entry Screen. 
 

7. You are not permitted to edit a BHS arrangement.  If you need to change a BHS arrangement to another 
BHS arrangement of the same song, delete the first one and select a different song. 
 

8. If you inadvertently skipped a song when entering a song in the Other Source Medley process, you may 
have to start over or delete the songs after the point that you skipped the song and then start entering 
songs again from that point until you are finished. 
 

9. You may enter as many songs as you want and if you are working on several songs but haven’t selected 
the ones you want to compete with, enter all that you are working on.   
 

10. You do not have to enter the songs in the same order that you sing them. 
 

11. There are times when you need to Save and Finish Later and that is fine.  The entry will be marked as 
Incomplete and you can return and update the entry record later.   
 

12. If you later return directly to the Song Entry process and you have not completed the entries prior to the 
song entry, the program will return to that earlier process first for you to complete it. 
 

13. Each time you return for any reason to the confirmation screen after you have been notified that you 
are entered in the contest, you are required to again respond to the check boxes for certification and 
membership. 
 

14. When searching for a song that you don’t know the ID, try to enter several consecutive words in the title 
so that the list is easier to find your song.  For example, searching for ‘Love’ will generate a very long list 
of songs with Love in the title where ‘Is Love’ generates only 4 songs to select from and ‘My Love’ 
generates 8 songs.  

 


